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Gagosian San Francisco confirms closure; gallery will focus efforts on L.A. I feel like they reflected the best of Gagosian, including the ongoing Giuseppe Penone installation at Fort Mason, our Richard Prince show and the opportunity to work with the Jay De Feo Foundation for our last exhibition.

De 'Andre Hunter, Trae Young help Hawks beat Nets in Brooklyn NBA Hawks defeat Nets in Brooklyn Chronicle news services De 'Andre Hunter scored 23 points to help the Atlanta Hawks to a 114-96 win over the host Brooklyn Nets on Friday. Bismack Biyombo led Charlotte with

Alabama's De Vonta Smith becomes 1st wide receiver to win Heisman in 29 years Russo NEW YORK - On an Alabama team stacked with stars, De Vonta Smith
emerged as the best player in college football while playing a position that rarely gets that kind of recognition. Meanwhile, his parents

Acclaimed La Mar team is opening a charcoal-grilled Peruvian chicken restaurant in S.F. La Mar team to open Marina spot By Janelle Bitker

The team behind San Francisco's elegant waterfront Peruvian restaurant, La Mar Cebicheria Peruana, is opening a new restaurant this month with a focus on

Mick La Salle, Movie Critic

Mick La Salle is the film critic for the San Francisco Chronicle, where he has worked since 1985. Mick La Salle

George Gascón's L.A. prosecutors sue over his sentencing rollbacks
Prosecutors in L.A. sue Gascón over sentence cuts By Bob Egelko

Former San Francisco District Attorney George Gascón was elected Los Angeles County's top prosecutor last month, promising to roll back harsh

*L.A. and S.F. have it right: No children should be prosecuted as adults* OPEN FORUM On Criminal Justice Children should neverbe prosecuted as adults By Miriam Aroni Krinsky and Marcy Mistrett Among the impressive reforms that Los Angeles County District Attorney George Gascón

*Mick La Salle &amp; Lily Janiak discuss theater and films*! Pre-Recorded Event Watch as Chronicle Movie Critic Mick La Salle and Theater Critic Lily Janiak compare their respective forms. Mick La Salle and Lily Janiak discuss movies and theater Home &gt; Promotions and Contests
De La Salle sets football opener at St. high schools De La Salle, St. That's what De La Salle-Concord plans to do Jan. 8 at St. De La Salle quarterback Dorian Hale looks for running room in a loss to St.

Will Bay Area's coronavirus surge get as bad as L.A.? "No one knows what will happen, if the Bay Area will become as bad as L.A. Essential businesses like grocery stores in the Bay Area have not had outbreaks reported, but the prevalence of COVID-19 in the

Charts show how COVID surge has hit L.A. much harder than San Francisco By Kellie Hwang Los Angeles marked one of its worst days of the pandemic on Wednesday, reporting over 22,000 new cases in what is likely a single-day record for any county in the state. The grim milestone
Bad blood runs south: Breed blasts Gascón in his race for L.A. district attorney, calls Gascón 'bad for L.A.' "Like countless others who have witnessed Gascón's brand of 'leadership' up close, I have opposed his candidacy from the start and for very simple reasons: Gascón was bad for
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